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On Brahms’s Nietzschean
Modernism
In his 1888 essay “The Case of Wagner,” Friedrich
Nietzsche makes various pronouncements on the sickness and
decadent modernism of Richard Wagner, and in one of the
essay’s postscripts, he also casts aspersions on Wagner’s most
significant rival, Johannes Brahms. Although Nietzsche reserves
his praise for Georges Bizet’s opera Carmen, it is of interest to
explore how he links both Wagner and Brahms to an expression
of the modern condition. Many scholars have explored the
relationship of Wagner and Nietzsche—and to a lesser extent,
Brahms and Nietzsche—to modernism. For example, Walter
Frisch has linked all three figures to “ambivalent modernism,”
which simultaneously embraces the new while holding on to
a sense of the German past, ultimately, as Nietzsche himself
formulates it, a sense of deeply embedded contradiction.1 This
short essay contextualizes Nietzsche’s comments on Brahms as
“modern” and explores how we might hear the Op. 119, No. 1
piano intermezzo in light of this Nietzschean modernism.
To appreciate how Nietzsche develops the concept of the
modern, it is helpful first to recognize where many of his
notions align with the negative reception of both composers in
the 1870s and 1880s. For example, in a famous 1872 psychiatric
case study of Wagner, Dr. Theodor Puschmann diagnosed the
composer with megalomania and “moral insanity.”2 And, as
musicologist James Kennaway has recently shown, despite
Nietzsche’s own criticism of Puschmann’s work, he adopted
similar language into his later critiques of the composer.3
Beyond the rhetoric of pathology, Nietzsche’s depictions of
Wagner as a disingenuous actor also echo critiques of Wagner as
a false idol, a self-deifying megalomaniac.4 Nietzsche’s ironic
tone, wit, and psychological insight make his “Case of Wagner”
a particularly rich example of anti-Wagnerian sentiment—if not
entirely original.
On the other hand, Nietzsche’s comments on Brahms, which
have received far less scholarly attention, are a bit more puzzling
at first glance. For the most part, he also echoes contemporary
negative reception of Brahms, including many of Wagner’s own
sentiments, which he surely heard from that composer first-hand
when they were still friends around 1870.5 In the late 1840s and
early 50s, Wagner had laid claim to a red-blooded sensuality
that allowed him to position rival composers as pale, weak, and
by implication, impotent. Long before Nietzsche took up the
pen against Brahms, he and other such composers had been cast
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as “castratos of the spirit,” and in Wagner’s own words, “like
eunuchs in the Grand Turk’s harem.”6 Nietzsche’s infamous
comment that Brahms “has the melancholy of impotence”
owes a heavy debt to Wagner’s previous contributions to
music criticism.7 This kind of criticism exemplifies what
Marcia J. Citron has noted is the nineteenth-century discursive
practice of appropriating feminine bodily creativity as a male
intellectual power.8 Nonetheless, if the implications of physical
emasculation weren’t clear enough, Brahms’s friend Josef
Viktor Widmann responded to Nietzsche’s criticism with the
defensive assertion that Brahms was “the manliest man.”9
Again, Nietzsche contributes to a thread of music criticism in
the 1880s suggesting that Brahms might indeed have run out
of creative steam; the composer himself expressed a desire to
retire at the end of 1890.10
Having established where Nietzsche agrees more or less
with the negative reception of both composers, I would like to

focus on his most provocative and insightful contribution—the
linking of both composers to the modern condition—through
interpreting a single provocative comment about Brahms.
Nietzsche contends that in contrast to those moments when the
composer coldly adopts a classical and grandiose tone, “Brahms
is moving as long as he dreams or mourns over himself in
private—in that he is ‘modern’—.”11 Given Nietzsche’s much
more extensive discussion of Wagner as “modern,” and given
the apparent vast difference between the two composers, it
might be easy to dismiss this comment as mere irony. However,
there are points of intersection in Nietzsche’s discussion of
Wagner and Brahms, which lend insight into a particular “mood
of modernism” that both at times express.12
Earlier in the essay, Nietzsche defines Wagner as the
“modern composer par excellence,” stating that he even “sums
up” modernity.13 Why? According to Nietzsche, Wagner is sick,
decadent; his operas depict and promote hysteria that appeals
to weaker souls. Being weaker souls, they can’t resist what is
bad for them—unlike Nietzsche, of course, who has recovered
from his Wagner “illness.” They are indeed drawn to it, and
Wagner exploits this weakness with his overwhelming, sensual
orchestration. Nietzsche’s greatest complaint seems to lie with
Wagner’s last work, Parsifal (1882), which he claims glorifies
the essential pessimism and weakness of Christian morality.
Nietzsche had developed this line of thinking more thoroughly
the previous year in his treatise, On the Genealogy of Morals
(1887), where Wagner served as a case study exemplifying
ascetic ideals in the modern world.
In the Genealogy, Nietzsche had theorized an ancient
master-slave dichotomy (strong-weak), in which helpless slaves
imagined their own poor qualities—e.g., humility, weakness,
timidity—to be virtues in contrast to the “vices” practiced by
the powerful. With a slave mentality, one recognizes a lack
of exterior power over one’s circumstances and turns control
inward, as exemplified in asceticism. Over the centuries,
Nietzsche finds this basic expression of “ascetic ideals” in both
the Christian religion and other, more abstract manifestations.14
Wagner’s modernism lies in his refusal to admit the duality
of the master-Christian dichotomy, pretending the values are
not antithetical—in Nietzsche’s words, casting “side-long
glances at master morality” while teaching the “gospel of
the lowly.”15 Nietzsche sees this contradiction ultimately as
another expression of the modern condition, in which the moral
constraints of modern society have limited the physiological
expression of humanity.16 Thus, as Nietzsche allows earlier in
“The Case of Wagner,” Wagner is also the greatest melancholic
in music, “full of side glances, loving speeches, and words
of comfort . . .—the composer of melancholy and drowsy
happiness . . . . A lexicon of Wagner’s most intimate phrases—a
host of short fragments of from five to fifteen bars each, of
music which nobody knows . . . .”17 I quote at length because
these words are the point of intersection with his comments on
Brahms. Although, as Andrew Bowie has noted, Nietzsche has
a “bewildering number of ways of talking about music in the
later works,” he seems fairly consistent here.18
Scholars since the early twentieth century have recognized
elements of modernism in Brahms, but to associate him with
any kind of modernity was much less typical in the 1880s and
1890s.19 The promotional strategies of both Wagnerians and
Brahmsians to establish their composers as antitheses—one

espousing progress, the other healthy tradition—made it easy
to superficially associate Wagner with modernity and Brahms
therefore with backwardness, Wagner with sickness and Brahms
with health. For example, Max Nordau does not mention
Brahms once in the 400-some pages of his book Degeneration
(Entartung), whereas he devotes an entire chapter to Wagner
and his followers.20 Nietzsche at least recognizes the WagnerBrahms antithesis as false but erects his own instead: Wagner is
no musician but an actor, Brahms is no actor, but …? Perhaps
more of a musician, just one who tried to do too much with too
little inventive power.21
The point of convergence lies in the melancholy, as
Nietzsche calls it. For Wagner it lies in the short, intimate
moments that no one knows, the moments that eschew decadent
grandiosity, for Brahms similarly in those moments when he
does not assume a monumentalizing tone, but rather in the
private moments (heimlich) where he dreams or mourns over
himself. Both composers present a public face of competence,
but to recognize own’s incompetence, to “long after fullness” is
at least not to fool oneself. In his analysis of Brahms’s Second
Symphony, musicologist Reinhold Brinkmann explored the
notion of melancholy in relation to Brahms (although curiously,
without addressing Nietzsche’s comments), and his category
“melancholy as introversion,” seems most relevant here.22
Given the contemporary Viennese trend of psychological selfanalysis, which has led Eric R. Kandel to dub this the “Age
of Insight,” we can see how an impulse to introspect and
self-diagnose is also a symptom of the modern condition.23
Elsewhere I have suggested that Brahms would have been aware
of the latest psychologically informed literature—not only that
of Nietzsche, but also Henrik Ibsen, Hermann Bahr, Frank
Wedekind, and others—which may have led him to reconsider
his own biographical narratives.24 Nietzsche seems ambivalent
about “that somber thing called reflection,” both an expression
of ascetic ideals and the physiological contradiction of modern
times.25 For Nietzsche then, the “melancholy of impotence”
seems at the least to be linked to a certain authenticity of
expression; in the case of Brahms, his music is “moving”
(rührend) at those moments. In musicological scholarship, not
very much work has been done on psychological modernity—
as conceived by Nietzsche—in Brahms’s music, although
Margaret Notley and Paul Berry have noted this phenomenon
in various late works.26
The piece I suggest we hear in terms of Nietzschean
modernism is the Intermezzo, Op. 119, No. 1, published in
1893 (Example 1). My analysis seeks to explore how the mood
is conveyed through harmonic tropes and motivic gestures
in a way that an astute listener could recognize with one or
a few hearings. I make this distinction because what music
theorists usually emphasize in Brahms’s music is a high level
of compositional craft, complexity, and ambiguity, and since
the early twentieth century these same elements have been
linked to Brahms’s modernist tendencies.27 For Brahms such
elements were constant across his compositional career, and in
this case may be heard by attuning our ears to ambiguity of
tonality implied in the descending thirds of the main theme, or
the canons between soprano and bass, for example, in mm. 12–
16. Theorist Steven Rings has even suggested there are canons
“submerged” in the B section, buried under ornamentation.28
Brian Newbould has similarly proposed hearing an underlying
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Example 1: Brahms, Intermezzo, Op. 119, No. 1. Johannes Brahms, Klavierstücke, ed. Katrin Eich, Johannes Brahms Neue
Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke Serie III, Band 6 (Munich: G. Henle, 2011), 170-71
(also available in Henle HN 1250). Used by permission.

Baroque chaconne structure in the piece.29 If such elements as
canons and Baroque forms had been noted in Brahms’s time—
and they were in other pieces—they would have been taken
as markers of Brahms’s thorough study of past music; indeed,
one critic referred to him as “more the productive researcher in
composition than the genius creator.”30 The claim to Brahms
as a modernist on account of complexity and ambiguity in his
works is a twentieth-century development in his reception.
For a Nietzschean reading, then, we should first recognize
that the intermezzo is a chamber piece, suited for private
consumption. Even critic Eduard Hanslick heard this and other
late piano pieces as “monologues Brahms is having with and by
himself during lonely evenings . . . .”31 What, then, conveys this
sense of inwardness? Nietzsche’s comments certainly speak
to the inwardness of the music, its affective, gestural content
rather than any complexity. Brahms’s tempo indication of
Adagio (Sehr langsam in the autograph) may have suggested
a serious, introspective mood to late nineteenth-century
listeners.32 Furthermore, as many commentators have noted, the
opening descending chain of thirds, which forms most of the
melodic content of the A sections, suggests loss or even death.33
Indeed, if we listen closely we can hear a basic gesture of the
descent permeating the entire piece. Every time the melodic
line reaches up, it immediately falls back—a reminiscence of

the Baroque sighing gesture. I contend that a great sense of
the melancholy comes from the B section’s failed attempt to
reverse this gesture’s direction.
The first four measures of the B section (mm. 17-20) present
the clearest harmonic progression: I-IV-V-I in D major. The
melodic gestures now are moving chromatically upward. In a
Wagnerian turn, the melody at the cadence reaches above and
beyond the arrival point in m. 20. Having established this brief
model of D-major simplicity, Brahms immediately undermines
it in the subsequent phrase, displacing and speeding up the
metric pulse through the introduction of a hemiola in the bass.
The bass line too is now chromatic and rising, but with what
goal? To reach the dominant of D? If so, it goes above and
beyond— to the B-flat, producing a ii half-diminished seventh
chord at its melodic climax in m. 24—and falls back to the A,
but without ever aligning harmonically with the right hand to
form a dominant chord on a strong beat and without resolving
that dominant harmony to D until m. 31. Thus, after a fairly
straightforward four-bar phrase, we have what might be heard
as an extended ten-bar phrase (or an eight-bar phrase with a
two-bar extension): a dominant prolongation paired with a
familiar descent. At measure 31, we will try again to hear a clear
four-bar model with a V-I resolution, and again be thwarted. In
short, no melodic line contains a moment where a harmonic
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Example 2: Hypothetical ending of Brahmsʼs Intermezzo, Op. 119, No. 1

resolution coincides with a climactic apex—there is always a
displacement of some sort, perhaps a musical manifestation of
that physiological contradiction Nietzsche finds everywhere in
modern society.
With the return of the A section Brahms includes
ornamentation in triplets, obscuring the original theme behind a
veil of chromaticism. In the coda, what was originally canonic
imitation is reduced to a simpler chordal texture harmonically
supported by a circle of fifths with seventh suspensions.
Stripped of fluid melodic ornamentation, reduced to the
familiar descent gesture, the progression sounds poignant to my
ears. More significant, Brahms does not resolve the A-major
dominant seventh at the end of m. 60 to a D-major chord as
we might expect. This coda would be the place to combine
the A and B sections in a final synthesis—a technique Brahms
uses often in other late piano works where minor-key pieces
can end more optimistically in major keys. Given the initial
harmonic ambiguity, it might not be so odd to end in D major. I
have created a false ending where that dominant seventh chord
resolves “properly” to D major (Example 2).
But no—the circle is interrupted by the descending thirds
motive, first prolonging the A7, then continuing the circle and
undermining any D-major resolution with an A-sharp in m. 61.
We might imagine this progression could cycle on endlessly.
As Margaret Notley noted in a similar moment in the slow
movement of Brahms’s F-Major Quintet, Op. 88, it suggests the
presence of a thinking, psychological subject ruminating and
then finally choosing to end the piece.34 The cycle is interrupted
again by a final downward gesture that finds its way to a basic
B-minor triad. Curiously, however, Brahms voices this final
chord with an F-sharp in the top voice—the same note on which
we began, albeit then an octave higher. With this voicing and
the lack of a strong dominant-tonic resolution, the ending does
not, to my ears, have a clear sense of finality.35 Despite the clear
ABA' structure and my expectations of proportion, there is a
sense that it could just ruminate onward in endless reflection.
A few decades after Brahms’s death, no less a modernist
than Arnold Schoenberg made a clear case for Brahms as
a progressive and thereby modernist; among other points,
he argued that Brahms was not conservative, but just as
harmonically complex as Wagner. Here we find Nietzsche
making a similar case, although one not concerned with the
particularities of the notes, but speaking more to how Brahms
conveys the mood of modernism.
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Review

Eich’s recounting of the uses of the arrangement of the
B-flat Sextet, Op. 18, within Brahms’s circle (xi–xiii) suggests
the roles of four-hand arrangements among his friends, and
more widely. In early May 1861, Brahms played his newlyfinished arrangement with Clara Schumann from the autograph
manuscript3 during her visit to Hamburg, testing its sound and
the physical experience of playing it together. He revised the
arrangement and, around 20 May, sent the autograph to Clara
Schumann, who was in Aachen for the Niederrheinisches
Musikfest. She played it privately there with Franz Wüllner,
then took it to the Belgian town of Spa in May and June and on
to Kreuznach before returning it to Brahms on 29 July. Brahms
seems to have asked for her help in putting his revisions in
order. She reinforced and clarified his pencil markings in ink,
and touched up other details on her own. Brahms sent the
engraver’s models—his autograph score and arrangement,
and copies of the instrumental parts—to Simrock, conceding
that the arrangement could stand in for a full score if Simrock
declined to publish one. Around the end of September, Brahms
returned the corrected proofs of the parts and arrangement to the
publisher by way of Joseph Joachim, whom he asked to check
the bowings and fingerings.4 For Joachim the arrangement
served as a point of orientation from which to examine the
instrumental parts. In a letter to Brahms he remarked on its
wonderful sound and playability: “Even I was able to manage
the piano arrangement (the bass, of course) fairly well (with
[Bernhard] Scholz, who also praised it highly).”5
On 30 October Clara Schumann asked Simrock for an
advance copy of the arrangement, to surprise Brahms and play
it with him in Hamburg. After the score, parts, and arrangement
were published two months later, the arrangement became part
of music-making of a wider circle of friends and, of course,
many pianists whom Brahms did not know. Among his friends
who played it were fellow north German Klaus Groth and his
wife Doris, Princess Anna von Hessen and Elise Schumann,
Ottilie Ebner and Betty Oser (the variation movement), and,
late in the century, the brilliant pianist Emma (Brandes)
Engelmann and composer Heinrich XXIV Reuß-Köstritz. In
April 1862 Clara Schumann organized a “Brahms-Séance” in
her hotel in Paris for a group that included pianist and journalist
Friedrich Szarvady and his wife, Bohemian pianist Wilhelmine
Clauss-Szarvady. She played the Handel Variations, and
arrangements of the Sextet and the two Serenades, presumably
with her daughter Marie, and wrote to Joachim that the Sextet
had helped her guests warm to Brahms’s music.6
Editors of Brahms’s four-hand arrangements engage in
a task that is in a sense implausible: that of establishing an
authoritative text of a reading that was by its nature flexible,
changeable, and part of a repertory more often used for sightreading than polished performance. Michael Struck writes
that “in the case of no other type of musical text by Brahms
might so much be omitted, played inaccurately, and bridged
via improvisation while playing” as in piano arrangements,
a situation that leads him to describe their existence as
“shadowy.”7 At the same time, Brahms arranged thoughtfully
and creatively, and often took great satisfaction in the results.
His admonition that Robert Keller, in arranging his works,
should “jump around very freely with everything as if I were not
even here, just so that everything sounds as fine as possible for
four hands and is playable,”8 reflects the playful improvisation

Eich, Katrin, ed. Johannes Brahms. Streichsextette.
Arrangements für ein Klavier zu vier Händen. Johannes Brahms
Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke Serie IIA, Band 1. Munich:
G. Henle, 2018. ISMN 979–0–2018–6031–2
Hauschildt, Jakob, ed. Johannes Brahms. Streichquartette.
Arrangements für ein Klavier zu vier Händen. Johannes Brahms
Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke Serie IIA, Band 3. Munich:
G. Henle, 2015. ISMN 979–0–2018–6024–4
These are two of a projected three volumes of Brahms’s fourhand arrangements of his string chamber works to be published
in the new Collected Edition of Brahmsʼs works (JBG).1 The
publication of these arrangements is especially exciting given
that they were not included in the Johannes Brahms sämtliche
Werke (1926–27) and are not otherwise available in modern
editions. (The Dover reprint edition of the String Quartet
arrangements [1985] with introduction by Ellwood Derr is out
of print.) As a general practice, Brahms’s original works and
arrangements in the JBG are edited by the same scholar, so that
all formats are integrated into the overall editorial concept.2 In
addition to beautifully laid-out musical texts in score format
(Primo over Secondo), the volumes under review present
a wealth of information about the arrangements’ creation,
publication, and early reception; descriptions and histories of
sources; detailed reports of editorial decisions and evidence of
Brahms’s compositional processes; and illustrations of sources
and documents. Katrin Eich and Jakob Hauschildt are to be
warmly congratulated for their thoroughly researched, richly
detailed, and elegantly presented volumes.
Through these volumes readers have the opportunity to
consider five of Brahms’s chamber works from a new point of
view. In arrangements for two pianists on one piano—and a few
for two pianos—Brahms shared his chamber, orchestral, and
choral-orchestral compositions with friends and colleagues.
Time and time again, he laid the groundwork for the reception
of a new work by playing it with a partner, communicating
aspects of structure, character and tempo, and expression. Given
the complexity of Brahms’s music, his ability to demonstrate
“how it goes” was extremely important. Although fellow
musicians could gain only a partial idea of a new work from
an arrangement, the experience of bringing the work to life—
with or without Brahms, and perhaps over a period of years—
deepened their understanding and helped them make the work
their own. For Brahms, playing an arrangement allowed him to
hear a new work unfold in real time, and to gauge the reactions
of those whose musical judgment he trusted.
The sale of arrangements helped publishers balance the cost
of printing full scores and orchestral parts. Brahms enhanced
his offers of new works by including a four-hand arrangement,
and was able to request a larger honorarium. Making his own
arrangements gave him greater control over the forms in which
his music reached the public, and allowed him to contribute
to the repertories of four-hand and two-piano music that he so
enjoyed. Because he could handle his music more freely than
anyone else, he could fashion arrangements that were, in his
view, more easily playable and effective than others could be.
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in Brahms’s approach. He did not view his arrangements as
alternative versions of the string works with equal aesthetic
status,9 but as expressions of these works in a pianistic idiom.
To borrow terms from Robert Pascall, the arrangements are
sinngemäß (analogous) rather than werkgetreu (literal).10 Thus,
although the sources for the quartets and sextets surely inform
Eich’s and Hauschildt’s understanding of the arrangements’
musical texts, the editors approach the arrangements as
independent readings with their own internal logic.
As was typical for Brahms, he arranged these five chamber
works as he wrote them down, referring to his autograph of
the original (Opp. 18, 36, 51/1), the first published edition
(Op. 51/2), or perhaps both (Op. 67).11 He already had heard
the string works played by a professional ensemble. In the four
surviving autographs (that of Op. 51/1 is lost), he corrected notes
and rhythms as he wrote, redistributed material among the four
staves, adjusted dynamics, articulation, and phrasing, and made
orthographical changes. Later he entered revisions in pencil,
at least some of them as a result of playing the arrangement
with a partner—for example, reworkings to eliminate collisions
between Secondo and Primo. Brahms’s autographs then went to
Simrock as engraver’s models.
Although proofs do not survive for these five arrangements,
Brahms did read proofs for them, always preferring to receive
an “exemplarmäßige Abzug,” a proof that is like the final
copy—that is, printed on both sides of the sheet and collated
as a booklet with Secondo on the left side of an opening and
Primo on the right. This enabled him to check the music by
playing it, ideally with a partner, as he did the Op. 67 Quartet
with Theodor Billroth.12 Hauschildt explains that Brahms’s
corrections to the Quartet Op. 51/2 at the proof stage were
unusually extensive. Large changes included deleting the
upper octave doubling of the first violin’s melody in Primo’s
right hand in the first eight measures of Mvt. 2, resulting in
a better balance of melody and accompaniment and creating
a textural contrast in m. 9 corresponding to the introduction
of new material. (The final version in the Simrock edition can
be seen at https://brahmsinstitut.de/Archiv/web/bihl_digital/
jb_erstdrucke/op_051_2_ka4h_s_u1.html, pp. 16–17). Brahms
also reworked mm. 91–97 of the Finale and the parallel passage
in mm. 284–90. In the revised version, Primo’s left hand no
longer doubles the syncopated chords in Primo’s right hand,
but instead joins Secondo’s right hand in playing chords on the
beat (Simrock edition, pp. 34–35). In trying the movement at
the piano, Brahms must have decided that the offbeat chords in
the uppermost part would be more effective against a stronger
metrical framework. That both of these revisions replaced
readings that had already been engraved, and thus must have
been printed in a (lost) proof, is apparent from traces of revisions
to the plates (Korrekturspuren) that are visible in copies of the
first edition (described and illustrated on pp. 194–95, 201, and
205 of Hauschildtʼs edition).
Arrangements may also help to identify stages in the
compositional process. Eich explains that in late May
1861, as Clara Schumann had Brahms’s autograph of the
Op. 18 Sextet arrangement with her in Spa, she wrote him
asking where the Coda was for the third movement. She either
knew the Coda in the string version or knew that Brahms had
added one there or was considering doing so. Eich concludes
that Brahms either added the Coda to the Sextet manuscript

after completing the arrangement, or perhaps was not sure
when he notated the arrangement that the Coda should remain
(146–47). The fact that he left a blank verso page at the end of
Mvt. 3 in his autograph arrangement may argue for the latter.
After receiving the arrangement back from Clara Schumann in
late July, Brahms notated the Coda on the blank page, together
with a new reading of the first 16 measures of Mvt. 4. He did
not change the notes in these measures, but moved the Cello I
melody from Primo’s left hand to Primo’s right, and the second
viola’s rocking eighth-note figure from Secondo’s right hand to
Primo’s left (https://brahmsinstitut.de/Archiv/web/bihl_digital/
jb_erstdrucke/op_018_ka4h_s_001.html, pp. 30–31). Eich
includes illustrations of the corrected pages on pp. 170–71
of her edition and prints the original beginning of Mvt. 4 on
p. 140. The original reading visually conveys the timbral
contrast between the Cello in m. 1 and the presentation of the
same melody an octave higher by Violin I in m. 17. Although
Eich does not speculate on Brahms’s reasons for the revision, it
may be that the original version brought Primo’s and Secondo’s
hands too close together in his view, that Primo’s right hand
could play the ornaments more easily than the left, or that the
melody and rocking figure were easier to coordinate expressively
by a single player. For all these reasons, the revised reading
is stronger, and Brahms may have thought this especially
important following the loud, energetic Coda of Mvt. 3.13    
Hauschildt’s tracing of Brahms’s exchange with the French
publisher Jacques Mayo about the Op. 51 Quartets (x–xii),
which draws in part on unpublished letters, explains the high
honorarium that Simrock paid for these works and opens a
window on Brahms’s financial dealings with the publisher. In
June 1873 Maho invited Brahms to send him chamber works and
to sell him the rights for France and Belgium directly, at around
400 francs per opus. In the margin of Maho’s letter Brahms
“rounded up” to 500 francs [= 400 Marks]. Maho agreed to
these terms in August, offering 1500 francs for the two quartets
and the Haydn Variations for two pianos. If and when Maho
published the arrangements of the quartets, Brahms would
receive an additional 500 francs for each. Meanwhile, Brahms
offered Simrock the pair of quartets for 1000 Taler [3000 M],
and the arrangements for 30 Friedrichsdors [505 M] each,
excluding the rights for France and Belgium.14 He recorded the
projected income from both publishers in his pocket calendar
for August 1873: “Quartette 1000 Rtl. (30 Fr. à Arrang / Maho
à 500 frs (500 [à Arrangement].”15 Simrock, whom Brahms
surely knew would not accept this plan, had little choice but to
add the equivalent of 2000 francs to his honorarium for Brahms,
which meant that he paid about 40 percent more than expected
for the quartets and the arrangements: a total of 1873 Taler 10
Groschen, or approximately 2810 Marks for each quartet with its
arrangement. By comparison, Brahms received the equivalent
of 269 M for each sextet with arrangement (1861, 1865); 707 M
for the A-Major Piano Quartet and arrangement (1863/1872);
and 1784 M for the Requiem in full score and piano-vocal
score (1868).16 Beginning with the C-Minor Piano Quartet,
Op. 60, published in 1875 without an arrangement by Brahms,
he received 1000 Taler (3000 M) for each of his chamber
works, whether or not he provided a four-hand arrangement.   
The stemma for each sextet and quartet, illustrating the
genetic relationships of sources for the score, parts, and
arrangement, is included in the volume containing the original
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work, but not in the volume containing the arrangement,
presumably to reduce costs. Given that users will often consult
the edition in a library where the entire set is present, this plan
may create only occasional inconvenience. Readers should
bear in mind that they will need to study both the original and
arrangement volumes to gain full information relating to a work
that Brahms arranged. Moreover, the arrangement volume,
normally published second, may incorporate an editor’s recent
findings relating to the original work.
Henle’s catalog now includes practical soft-cover editions
of Brahms’s four-hand arrangements of the symphonies in
two volumes (No. 3 arranged by Robert Keller and revised
by Brahms), based on the Collected Works editions by Robert
Pascall and with shortened introductions, source descriptions,
and critical notes in English and French as well as German.
One hopes that further arrangements, including some of the
chamber works, will be made available soon in this affordable
format. Such editions would give larger numbers of pianists
new repertory to explore and enjoy together, and surely would
yield new insights into Brahms as a composer for piano and for
other instruments.

Werke Serie IA, Band 1 (Munich: G. Henle, 2008), xii.
11. The four surviving autographs are viewable online through
websites of the Morgan Library (Op. 18), Library of Congress
(Op. 36), and Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (Opp. 51 and
67). First editions of all five arrangements are in the digital
collection of the Brahms-Institut Lübeck. Silka-Thora Matthias
and Christian Köhn have recorded Brahms’s original fourhand and two-piano works and arrangements for Naxos; see
the author’s “Duo Pianists Record Brahms, this Newsletter 24,
no. 2 (Fall 2006): 6–8. 12. Brahms’s invitation of 28 February
1877, in Otto Gottlieb-Billroth, ed., Billroth und Brahms im
Briefwechsel (Berlin and Vienna: Urban & Schwarzenberg,
1935), 262. Hauschildt points out that the letter is misdated
28 February 1878 (xvi and note 79). 13. Arranging techniques in
Op. 51/2 are discussed in Michael Struck, “Werk-Übersetzung
als Werk-Alternative? Johannes Brahms’ Klavierbearbeitungen
eigener Werke,” in Edition und Übersetzung, edited by Bodo
Plachta and Winfried Woesler (Tübingen: Max Neimeyer
Verlag, 2002), 447–64, esp. 454–56, and more briefly in the
author’s “‘auch für vierhändige Seele genießbar’: Adaptation
and Recomposition in Brahms’s Piano Arrangements,” in
Brahms am Werk: Konzepte—Texte—Prozesse, edited by
Siegfried Oechsle and Michael Struck (Munich: G. Henle,
2016): 221–42, here 221–23. 14. Unpublished letters from
Maho to Brahms of 12 June and 29 August 1873, Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde, Nachlaß Brahms 231.1 and 231.2. Johannes
Brahms Briefe an P. J. Simrock und Fritz Simrock, 1: 145–47,
also 63. See also Styra Avins, ed., Johannes Brahms: Life
and Letters (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 362.
15. Fromme’s Wiener Taschen-Kalender für 1873;
Wienbibliothek im Rathaus H.I.N. 55726, as transcribed
in Hauschildt, x. 16. Based on information in Margit L.
McCorkle, Johannes Brahms. Thematisch-bibliographisches
Werkverzeichnis (Munich: G. Henle, 1984); Brahms’s
Taschenkalender, Wienbibliothek im Rathaus H.I.N. 55726;
and relevant volumes of the JBG. Currency equivalences are
from Jakob Hauschildt, “Finances,” in Brahms in Context,
edited by Natasha Loges and Katy Hamilton (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2019), 71–79, here 72.

Valerie Woodring Goertzen
Notes. 1. The String Quintets, edited by Kathrin Kirsch, were
published in 2019; the corresponding volume of arrangements
is still to come. Other completed volumes of arrangements are
listed at http://www.brahmsausgabe.uni-kiel.de. 2. Salome
Reiser edited the String Quartets in 2004. Hauschildt updates
some information presented in her volume. 3. Morgan Library,
Heineman MS 252. 4. Brahms returned the full score in
November, also by way of Joachim. 5. “Den Klavierauszug
habe sogar ich (den Baß natürlich) ziemlich fließend
herauskriegen können (mit Scholz, der auch sehr lobte)”;
Andreas Moser, ed., Johannes Brahms im Briefwechsel mit
Joseph Joachim (1921; repr. Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1974),
2: 310–11. 6. Letter of 27 April 1861; Klaus Martin Kopitz,
ed., Briefwechsel Robert und Clara Schumanns mit Joseph
Joachim und seiner Familie, Schumann Briefedition Serie
II, Band 2, 2 vols. (Cologne: Verlag Dohr, 2019), 1: 672. See
also Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann. Ein Künstlerleben.
Nach Tagebüchern und Briefen (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Härtel, 1920), 3: 120–21, and Berthold Litzmann, ed., Clara
Schumann, Johannes Brahms, Briefe aus den Jahren 1853–
1896, 2 vols. (1927; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1989),
1: 400. 7. Michael Struck, “Main and Shadowy Existence(s):
Works and Arrangements in the oeuvre of Johannes Brahms,”
in Brahms in the Home and the Concert Hall, edited by Katy
Hamilton and Natasha Loges (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 110–36, here 121–22. 8. “Er müßte doch
tun, als wenn ich gar nicht da wäre, ganz frei herumspringen
mit allem—nur daß es möglichst gut zu 4 Händen klingt und
sich spielt!” Letter to Fritz Simrock, 12 December 1879; Max
Kalbeck, ed., Johannes Brahms Briefe an P. J. Simrock und Fritz
Simrock (1917, repr. Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1974), 2: 139.
9. As distinct, for example, from the Sonata in F Minor for Two
Pianos, Op. 34b, the Haydn Variations for two pianos, Op. 56b,
and the four-hand Liebeslieder and Neue Liebeslieder Walzer
without voices. 10. Robert Pascall, ed., Johannes Brahms,
Symphonie Nr. 1, Symphonie Nr. 2, Arrangements für ein Klavier
zu vier Händen, Johannes Brahms Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher

Publication
Subventions Awarded
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In Spring 2020 the ABS awarded publication subventions in
support of two books. Brahms in the Priesthood of Art: Gender
and Art Religion in the Nineteenth-Century German Musical
Imagination, by Laurie McManus, explores the intersection of
gender, art religion (Kunstreligion), and other aesthetic currents in Brahms reception of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In particular, it focuses on the theme of the selfsacrificing musician devoted to his art, or “priest of music,”
with its quasi-mystical and German Romantic implications
of purity seemingly at odds with the lived reality of Brahms’s
bourgeois existence. While such German Romantic notions of
art religion informed the thinking on musical purity and performance, after the failed socio-political revolutions of 1848/49,
and in the face of scientific developments, the very concept of
musical priesthood was questioned as outmoded. Furthermore,

Geiringer Funds Invested

its essential gender ambiguity, accommodating such performing mothers as Clara Schumann and Amalie Joachim, could
suit the bachelor Brahms but leave the composer open to speculation. Supportive critics combined elements of masculine and
feminine values with a muddled rhetoric of prophets, messiahs, martyrs, and other art-religious stereotypes to account for
the special status of Brahms and his circle. Detractors tended
to locate these stereotypes in a more modern, fin-de-siècle
psychological framework that questioned the composer’s
physical and mental well-being. In analyzing these receptions
side by side, this book revises the accepted image of Brahms,
recovering lost ambiguities in his reception. It resituates him
not only in a romanticized priesthood of art, but also within the
cultural and gendered discourses overlooked by the absolute
music paradigm.
The Creative Worlds of Joseph Joachim, edited by Valerie
Goertzen and Robert W. Eshbach and forthcoming from Boydell Press, presents essays on the life, work, and legacy of one
of the nineteenth century’s most prominent musical figures.
Joachim, an internationally celebrated violin virtuoso and quartet player, and the founding director of the Berlin Hochschule,
helped bring about a fundamentally new understanding of the
performing artist and the musical heritage of Europe. He also
composed a short but distinguished catalog of works in which
he engaged with progressive ideas of form and expression.
Part 1 focuses on Joachim’s upbringing and identity, including his Jewish heritage and early assimilation into the larger
Christian culture, his association with Mendelssohn, and the
resonance of Hungarian Romani music in his performance
style. Part 2 centers on Joachim as performer, with studies of
his instruments, his activities in Britain, his concerts as sites
of enchantment amidst the rationalization of music, and performances of the Joachim Quartet. Other essays examine the
resonance in Brahms’s A-Major Piano Quartet of music that
Joachim and Brahms performed together, the impact of Joseph
and Amalie Joachim’s programming on the history of chamber
music and the German Lied, respectively, and the leadership
roles taken by Joachim’s students in European and American
orchestras. Part 3 offers fresh perspectives on Joachim’s early
compositional influences and on four of his works: the Violin
Concerto in G Minor, the “Hungarian” Concerto, the Overture
to Shakespeare’s Henry IV, and the Hebrew Melodies for Viola
and Piano. The essays offer new standpoints from which to consider Joachim’s—and also Brahms’s—career, compositions,
and reception.
The due date for the next round of applications is 15 February 2021. Guidelines are posted on the Society’s website.

The Board of Directors has approved an Investment
Policy Statement for the ABS and has begun investing the
Geiringer Fund after a hiatus of several years. Our plan is to
spread our investment over the next several months, in order to
take advantage of the currently low market but also to insulate
ourselves from volatility. We are investing funds according to
a moderate risk strategy, with the goal of protecting the principal and accumulating gains that will fund the Karl Geiringer
Scholarship, publication subventions, conferences, and other projects the Society may wish to organize or support. We
also put a portion of the operating budget into a CD before the
rates dropped earlier this year. Although the market is likely to
be volatile in the coming months, the Society is now set on a
firmer financial footing for the long term.
On behalf of the Society, we offer heartfelt thanks to Treasurer Marie Sumner Lott for taking the lead on these initiatives,
and to members of the Finances Committee Styra Avins, Ryan
McClelland, and Peter Smith. We also express our gratitude to
Dr. Breighan Boeskool, PhD in Music Theory, member of the
University of Notre Dame’s Investment Team, and Chair of the
SMT Investment Committee, for generously guiding us through
the process, and to AMS Treasurer James Ladewig for his
advice.
We invite friends of Brahms to support dissertations and
other scholarly projects by contributing to the Karl Geiringer
Scholarship Fund. Contributions are tax-deductible and may
be sent to Daniel Beller-McKenna through PayPal at http://
brahms.unh.edu/aboutus.html#membership or at the address
given on page 11 of this Newsletter. We also invite you to share
your ideas for increasing membership and fundraising with any
member of the Board.

Recent Publications, continued from p. 5
Fuhrmann, Wolfgang. “The Intimate Art of Listening: Music
in the Private Sphere during the Nineteenth Century.” In The
Oxford Handbook of Music Listening in the 19th and 20th
Centuries, edited by Christian Thorau and Hansjakob Ziemer,
277–311. New York: Oxford University Press, 2019. ISBN
978–0–19–046696–1
Jeßulat, Ariane. “‘... an diesem Orte hätte ich Dich wol nicht
gesucht!’: Johannes Brahms und das Nachleben des Ricercars.”
Musik & Asthetik 23, no. 92 (October 2019): 43–58.

The Karl Geiringer Scholarship
The Karl Geiringer Scholarship in Brahms Studies is awarded to students in the final stages of preparing a doctoral dissertation written in English, as meritorious candidates present
themselves. Work relating to Brahms should form a significant
component of the dissertation, but it need not be the exclusive
or even primary focus. Consideration of applications for the
2020 award is currently under way. Guidelines for next yearʼs
competition are posted on the Societyʼs website. The due date
for applications is 1 June 2021.

Knechtges-Obrecht, Irmgard. Clara Schumann: Ein Leben
für die Musik. Stuttgart: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft
Theiss, 2019. ISBN 978–3–8062–3850–1
Kienzle, Ulrike. Clara Schumann: Eine moderne Frau im
Frankfurt des 19. Jahrhunderts. Biografie. Biografischer Essay
und Bildband. Begleitbuch zur Ausstellung. Frankfurt: Societäts Verlag, 2019. ISBN 978–3955423353
Kopitz, Klaus Martin, ed. Briefwechsel Robert und Clara
Schumanns mit Joseph Joachim und seiner Familie. 2 vols.
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Continued on p. 10

Recent Publications, continued from p. 9

Benjamin Korstvedt (Clark University), “Declarations of Disgust:
Reflections on an Overlooked Function of Music Criticism in Liberal
Vienna”

Schumann Briefedition Serie II, Band 2 (Cologne: Verlag
Dohr, 2019). ISBN 978–3–86846–013–1

Papers presented at Performing Clara Schumann: Keyboard
Legacies and Feminine Identities in the Long Romantic
Tradition, Cornell University, 16–17 November 2019:

Landerer, Christoph, and Alexander Wilfing. “Eduard Hanslick’s
Vom Musikalisch-Schönen: Text, Contexts, and Their Developmental Dimensions; towards a Dynamic View of Hanslick’s
Aesthetics.” Musicologica Austriaca 4 (2018), musau.org.

Bonny Miller (Independent), “Two Paths: Clara Wieck-Schumann and
Augusta Browne (an American Doppelgänger?)”
Ji Young Kim (Cornell University), “Clara Schumann and Jenny Lind
in 1850”
Styra Avins (Independent), “Fostering the Career of Johannes Brahms:
Clara Schumann’s Essential Aid”
Julie Pedneault-Deslauriers (University of Ottawa), “Beyond Vierhebigkeit: Phrase-structure and Poetic Meaning in Three Lieder by
Clara Schumann”
Karin Buer (University of Northern Colorado), “Extramusical
References and Private Meaning in Clara Schumann’s Variations on a
Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20” (lecture-recital)
April L. Prince (University of North Texas), “The Technological
Priestess: Looking and Listening to Clara Schumann”
Jacob Collins (Texas Christian University), “Making Waves:
Contemporary New England Reception of Clara Schumann”
Mikolaj Warszynski (Wirth Institute at the University of Alberta),
“The Clara Schumann–Franz Liszt Dialectic and the Evolution of the
Modern Piano Recital”
Theodora Serbanescu-Martin (Cornell University), “Tightly Laced
and Bound by Method: Clara Schumann and the Construction of
Female Pianism”
Natasha Loges (Royal College of Music), “Re-examining Clara
Schumann’s Concert Legacy: Or, How to Get Men to Say (Mostly)
What You Want” (keynote address)
David Keep (Eastman School of Music), “Clara Schumann’s Piano
Concerto in A minor, Op. 7, and Its Intertextual Resonances”
Katharina Uhde (Valparaiso University) and R. Larry Todd (Duke
University), “Reimagining the Romance: Contextualizing Clara
Schumann’s Opp. 21 and 22”
Anna Steppler (Cornell University), “Clara Schumann and Bach’s
‘Great’ A Minor: on Virtuosity and Pedaliter Organ Music at the Piano”
Mo-ah Kim (University of Cincinnati), “The Art of Keyboard Preluding in the Nineteenth Century: A Re-creation of Clara Schumann’s
Performance on December 14, 1854”

Loges, Natasha, and Laura Tunbridge, eds. German Song
Onstage: Lieder Performance in the Nineteenth and Early
Twentieth Centuries. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2020. ISBN 9780253047007
Lott, R. Allen. Brahms’s A German Requiem: Reconsidering Its
Biblical, Historical, and Musical Contexts. Eastman Studies in
Music. Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2020. ISBN
978–1–58046–986–9
Porter, James. Beyond Fingal’s Cave: Ossian in the Musical
Imagination. Eastman Studies in Music 158. Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2019. ISBN 978–1–58046–945–6
Rothfarb, Lee, and Christoph Landerer. Eduard Hanslick’s “On
the Musically Beautiful”: A New Translation. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018. ISBN 9780190698188
Sémerjian, Ludwig. “Clara Schumann: New Cadenzas for
Mozart’s Piano Concerto in D Minor – Romantic Visions of
a Classical Masterpiece.” The Kapralova Society Journal:
A Journal of Women in Music 17, no. 2 (Fall 2019): 1–9.
Suárez García, José Ignacio, and Ramón Sobrino Sánchez, eds.
Symphonism in Nineteenth-Century Europe. Turnhout: Brepols,
2020. ISBN 978–2–503–58643–4

George S. Bozarth, “Brahmsʼs Symphonism,” 111–46
Jacquelyn Sholes, “On Meaning in Brahmsʼs Symphonies,” 147–59
David Hurwitz, “Dvořákʼs Fifth Symphony: A Politically Incorrect
Inspiration for Brahmsʼs Third?” 161–82

Wilfing, Alexander. “Hanslick, Kant, and the Origins of Vom
Musikalisch-Schönen.” Musicologica Austriaca 4 (2018),
musau.org.

Papers presented at the Sixth Biennial North American Conference on Nineteenth-Century Music, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 10–12 July 2019:

Dissertation
Okina, Risa. “Das Unheimliche in the Piano Chamber Music of
Brahms.” PhD diss., Temple University, 2020.

Valerie Woodring Goertzen (Loyola University New Orleans),
“The Arranger Brahms on the Concert Stage”
David Brodbeck (University of California, Irvine), “Who Was
Brahms’s Strong Man Armed?”
Robert W. Eshbach (University of New Hampshire), “Clara Schumann
and Joseph Joachim: A Partnership Begins”
Emily Shyr (Duke University), “Between Fantasy and Romance:
Revisiting the Schumanns’ Musical and Romantic Worlds” (lecturerecital)
Michael Baker (University of Kentucky), “Strategic Incompletion in
Clara Schumann’s Lieder”

Papers Presented
Papers presented at the annual meeting of the American
Musicological Society, Boston, MA, 31 October–3 November
2019:
Alana Murphy (Graduate Center, CUNY/RILM), “(Cradle) Songs
without Words: Brahms, Herder, and the Intertextuality of an Instrumental Lullaby Topos”
Daniel Boomhower, “Encoding Ideology: Contextualizing Walter
Blume’s ‘Brahms in der Meininger Tradition’”

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the German Studies
Association, Portland, OR, 3–6 October 2019:

Heather Platt (Ball State University), “The Brahms Question: An
Anglo-American Fracas over A German Requiem”
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Laurie McManus (Shenandoah Conservatory), “On Brahms’s
Nietzschean Modernism”
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of Music History Pedagogy, Jazz Perspectives, Studi Musicali,
and the American Brahms Society Newsletter. Her research
has been supported by a fellowship from the Berlin Program
for Advanced German and European Studies, the George and
Virginia Bozarth Travel Grant from the AMS, and the Karl
Geiringer Scholarship in Brahms Studies from the American
Brahms Society.
Valerie Goertzen is Professor of Music History at Loyola
University New Orleans. Her work focuses on eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century piano music, including Brahmsʼs arrangements and Clara Schumannʼs improvisations and concert programming. She has edited two volumes of the new Brahms
Collected Edition that present Brahmsʼs arrangements for four
hands or two pianos, and for piano solo, of works of other
composers. With Robert Eshbach she is co-editing the essay
collection The Creative Worlds of Joseph Joachim, to be published by Boydell Press. She is also writing a book on Brahmsʼs
piano arrangements, with the support of a grant from the Louisiana Board of Regents.
We are very grateful to Ms. Kristina Winter of Henle Verlag
and to Dr. Katrin Eich of the Forschungsstelle of the Johannes
Brahms Gesamtausgabe in Kiel for permission to reproduce the
entire score of Brahmsʼs Intermezzo, Op. 119, No. 1.
Ideas, correspondence, and submissions for the Newsletter
are always welcome. Please send materials for the Fall 2020
issue to the editors by 1 September. Wishing you all a safe, restful, and productive summer. Take care!

On 2 March 2020 in Carnegie Hall, the Oratorio Society of New York gave the U. S. premiere of Brahms’s
Ein deutsches Requiem from the new critical edition prepared by Michael Musgrave and Michael Struck. The performance was based on pre-publication materials. Remarks
by Musgrave about the new edition, which is now in press,
can be read at oratoriosocietyofny.org/season-brahms-notes.
April 2019 brought the founding of the Internationale
Clara-Schumann-Gesellschaft in Baden-Baden, where Clara
Schumann and her family spent summers together during the
years 1863–73. The Societyʼs aim is to foster engagement with
the life and music of Clara Schumann and her circle through
performances, lectures, and publications, and to support
composers, scholars, and young artists. Contact: info@claraschumann-baden-baden.de.

Editorsʼ Notes
The editors thank the contributors to this issue. Laurie
McManus is associate professor and area coordinator of
music literature at Shenandoah Conservatory in Winchester,
VA. Her book, Brahms in the Priesthood of Art, on gender
and art-religion, is forthcoming from Oxford University Press.
She has presented at national and international conferences,
and has published in Nineteenth-Century Music, the Journal
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